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Abstract
This work-in-progress report presents ongoing experiments
relating to formal veriﬁcation of JIT compilers for language
VMs. The native CPU code of the VM — which consists of
statically-known code and variable output of the JIT — is
executed in a symbolic simulation engine. This simulation
yields identities that hold over the total range of inputs (or
disproves them by providing a counterexample).
One obstacle we had to overcome, is executing CPU code
which is itself symbolic, i.e. given as formulae over input
variables. To solve this problem, we designed a new ISAagnostic translator from ISA-speciﬁc binary machine language into an intermediate language which can be directly
simulated by the symbolic engine.
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1 Introduction
Traditionally, software developers validate their software to
ensure absence of programming errors using the approach
called testing. In a test, we execute the software program
giving it a test vector as input, and observe its behavior. If
the program behaves correctly on each test vector we test it
with, we deem that it appears to work. Unfortunately, testing
says nothing about those inputs that are not in the set of the
tested vectors, leaving us with the problem of latent bugs.
Latent bugs in compilers present an even more diﬃcult
problem. Due to the level of abstraction compilers operate
at, these bugs often hide for longer, are more subtle, may
manifest in a crash only billions of CPU instructions after
the bug’s true cause, and are generally more diﬃcult to isolate than bugs in other software.
Approaches to solve this problem by formalizing the compiler in a logic suitable for mechanical proof, have been tried
for several decades. More recently, large-scale, realistic compilers have beneﬁted from formal proof — for example, Leroy
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[8] used the Coq proof assistant [4] to prove CompCert, a
compiler from a subset of C; Lopez et al. [10] use the Z3 SMT
solver [6] to prove correctness of LLVM optimizations.
Dynamic programming languages, such as Smalltalk, Python, Java etc., rely on a Virtual Machine for runtime execution. Formalization of VMs has been an active area of research. Barthe et al. [3] use Coq to construct an executable
model of JavaCard. M6 [9] (implemented in ACL2) and
CoqJVM [1] (implemented in Coq) are two formalizations of
the JVM. Despite being executable and rather complete, they
essentially model the JVM speciﬁcation. Real VMs rely on
architecture-scale optimizations — such as Polymorphic Inline Caches and Just-in-Time compilation — to achieve practical performance. In this paper, we describe an experiment
aimed towards automated reasoning about correctness of
these optimizations, using the same mathematical apparatus that Lopes et al.’s Alive [10] uses for proving LLVM optimizations. We take a tiny bytecoded method parametrized
by unknown input, JIT-compile it and execute the native
CPU code — all in a symbolic execution environment. We
compare the algebraically-variable output from the native
code, to the expected output, and prove that they are equal
for all inputs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we cite our sources which served as the starting
point of our present work. Section 3 explains the general
structure of the system, and delineates the contributions of
this paper. In section 4, we illustrate how our method works,
by walking through a simplest-possible example of translating a single IL instruction. In conclusion, in Section 5 we delineate the results we have obtained using the current proofof-concept, from future results we aim at achieving with a
full implementation.

2 Related work
The system we describe in this paper, is a major update to
our previous system, Target-Agnostic JIT [14–16, 18, 19], illustrated in Figure 1. TA-J automatically infers the code generator (thus aiming at being correct by construction) from
a formal speciﬁcation of the ISA given in two Processor Description Languages: ArchC [13], a SystemC-based DSL for
architectural modeling; and ACCGen [2], an extension DSL
complementing ArchC by providing a speciﬁcation for instruction semantics and platform ABI in a declarative manner.
TA-J synthesizes a superoptimizer-like compiler backend
by treating ACCGen’s instruction semantics statements as
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ArchC

ACCGen

format D1 = “%opcd:6 %rt:5 %ra:5 %d:16:s”;
instr<D1> addi, addis, ...;
addi.set_asm(“addi %r, %r, %exp”, rt, ra, d);
addi.set_decoder(opcd=14);

define instruction addi semantic (
(transfer Op1:GPR (+ Op2:GPR Op3:IMM));
) cost 1;

into such-and-such path?" We will mostly be interested in
the question: “prove that some P always holds” — or equivalently, that some assertion, usually expressed like

assert(
transfer(Op1, +(Op2, Op3:IMM)) =>
addi(Op1,Op2,Op3) :integer(Op3), Op3 < MAXTGTIMM
).

ArchInfo
struct

if (x < 0) {
/* can never happen */
die("Bug!");
}

Logic Database
e(X,Y) :- e2(X,Y).
e2(X,Z) :- e1(X,Y), e2(Y,Z).
e2(X,X).
e1(X,Y) :- X => Y.

Input to compile

Emitted code

:- e(transfer(gpr(3), 5), J).

J = addi(gpr(3), 0, 5).

can never take the “then” branch and reach “die()”. To achieve
this, we ask the solver to satisfy the constraints on the “die()”
path, and hope for the “UNSAT” answer.

3 Overall structure and Contributions
Figure 1. Target-agnostic JIT synthesis from PDL
symbolic equations in an uninterpreted ﬁrst-order logic. Said
statements are asserted into a logic database in a form of
Cheng–van Emden–Parker Regular Equational Theory [5],
and executed as a PROLOG program using the RET rewriting algorithm. TA-J’s use of uninterpreted terms is at the
same time its strength and its weakness, because it is not
clear how to reason about combining eﬀects of instructions
based on structures other than pure composition of terms.
In practice this leads to emitting correct but prohibitively
ineﬃcient code.
Our Veriﬁed Linear Smalltalk [17–19] attempts formal proof
of one phase (ﬁnal machine instruction selection) of a JIT
backend using dependent types. The lessons from VLS —
principally, that we have built a working proof-of-concept
but implementing a production backend requires engineering eﬀort beyond aﬀordable in practical application — has
motivated our further search.
Our present system reuses several parts of Shoshitaishvili
et al.’s angr library [21]. Initially angr was conceived by
the software security community. It integrates and systematizes many modern binary analysis techniques. The aspect
of angr of most interest to us, is code analysis via algebraic
execution of native CPU code by a simulation engine based
on the SMT solver Z3 [6]. The idea is brieﬂy summarized
in Figure 2 1 . Let’s start from a basic block2 . Angr uses Valgrind’s “libVEX” — a collection of CPU-speciﬁc translators
from binary machine code into “VEX IL”, an intermediate
language speciﬁcally designed for program analysis. This
IL is then interpreted by a “VEX Simulation Engine”, resulting in a number of “paths” and “states” and constraints between them. These constraints are used to gain semantic
insight into the behavior of the machine code; one might,
for example, ask questions such as “what input must have
been presented to the program for the execution to branch
1 Because

our main focus is on proving JITs, we drew Figure 2 to facilitate the understanding of the diﬀerence between our system and angr by
comparing with Figure 3, and not necessarily to be the most complete representation of angr per se.
2 Such a block may (or may not) originate, for example, from loading an
executable by angr’s CLE Loader.

Our system is a combination and extension of Target-Agnostic
JIT and angr. The contributions of the present work are:
• a method for producing proofs of properties of selfmodifying code by symbolic execution of algebraicallyvariable binary program text;
• a translator from algebraically-variable binary program
text into a VEX-like IL suitable for symbolic execution;
• a method for automated synthesis of said translator
from a processor description DSL designed for such
synthesis.
The overall structure of our system is illustrated in Figure 3. We start from some IL input to the JIT compiler; this
input may contain some “unknowns” (algebraic variables).
We run the JIT inside the SimEngine3 . The output is some
bytes (the emitted binary) in the JIT’s code cache. Some of
those bytes will be variable (their value will be formulae
over the input IL). Now we want to jump to the emitted
code and run it. The problem is, libVEX will not do because
• it takes non-symbolic contents of instruction memory,
and therefore cannot translate the JIT’s symbolic output;
• it is unavailable for some ISAs of critical interest (e.g.
for our RISC-V port [20])4 .
For these reasons, we replaced the VEX lifter with our
own “LWISEM” lifter. The lifter is synthesized by parsing
the PDL (there is no CPU-speciﬁc code). We kept the ArchCproper part of the PDL syntax; its parsing results in an object
serving the role of ArchInfo in the angr framework. We
gave up the ACCGen part of the PDL and replaced it with
our LWISEM DSL.
3 It

must be noted that this translator-execution stage is of illustrative and
experimental nature, as opposed to being an essential characteristic of the
method, as it does not guarantee the correctness of the JIT compiler’s
source: the compiler binary is what GCC happened to have produced. This
can be seen as good or bad, but in any case this matter does not concern
us now.
4 Ideally we would like the lifter to work for any arbitrary ISA in a targetagnostic manner. As it is, libVEX contains e.g. 45342 lines of PowerPCspeciﬁc C code. Even if libVEX were suitable in principle, implementing
that amount of RISC-V-speciﬁc code would be a prohibitively large side
project.
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Concrete binary
0x38630001 (addi r3, r3, 0x1)
opcd=14

RT=3

RA=3

SI=0x1

31

0

Valgrind
IL Lifter
VEX IL
------ IMark(0x100, 4, 0) -----01 | t0 = GET:I32(gpr3)
02 | t1 = Add32(t0,0x00000001)
03 | PUT(gpr3) = t1
04 | PUT(ip) = 0x104
05 | t2 = GET:I32(ip)
NEXT: PUT(cia) = t2; Ijk_Boring

Output state

Input state
gpr3 = <BV32: χ>

SimEngine

gpr3 = <BV32: χ+1>

Figure 2. One scenario of symbolic execution. A basic block
containing one concrete (non-symbolic) PowerPC instruction “addi r3, r3, 0x1” is lifted to VEX IL and executed by
angr SimEngine.

LWISEM uses an intermediate instruction set similar to
VEX in all respects except that it allows symbolic machine
code. We had to extend the interface between this instruction set and the SimEngine, but it did not result in dramatic
modiﬁcations to the SimEngine itself.
With this, symbolic-execution analysis of emitted code
can be done as if it were a regular static executable.

4 Proof-of-concept experiments
We experimented with the native code generators of Modtalk
[7], Bee Smalltalk [12], OpenSmalltalk [11], and OpenJ9/OMR
TestaRossa [22] running on various ISAs. For illustration, in
the following section we consider TestaRossa’s “iconst32”
IL instruction, and its compilation on the (32-bit) PowerPC
ISA, because this is the easiest case to understand.
4.1 One instruction
Let’s consider one IL instruction, iconst32. To verify the
correctness of its JIT translation, we begin by executing the
JIT compiler symbolically. The TestaRossa IL assembly which
we start from, is
(method return="Int32"
(block
(ireturn (iconst v))
) )

The crux of our approach is to pass an algebraic variable
χ of type “Bit Vector of length 32” as the value of actual
parameter v:
v = <BV32 χ >.
We concentrate on verifying the “Instruction Selection” phase
of the JIT compilation. The compiler dispatches on the
iconst32 TRIL instruction into loadConstant():

loadConstant(..., int32_t v, Register *trgReg,...)
{
int32_t hi = getHighBits(v);
int32_t lo = getLowBits(v);
generateTrg1ImmInstruction(OpCode::lis, trgReg, hi);
generateTrg1Src1ImmInstruction(OpCode::ori, trgReg, trgReg, lo);
}

(These generate*Instruction() functions perform PowerPC binary encoding in a rather trivial way, by OR’ing the
opcode which is the numeric value of an enum, with the
operands — for example, in the case of lis, the enum value
0x3c000000 is OR’d with RT and D).
Simplifying somewhat for the sake of illustration5 , let’s
say the JIT code-cache begins from 0x100, and let’s not worry
about the prologue/epilogue code. Essentially, the JIT emits
the
addis r3, r0, <upper half of v>
ori r3, r3, <lower half of v>

pair of instructions at 0x100. Because the OMR TestaRossa
compiler is just a C++ program statically compiled by GCC,
we can execute this translation within the angr simulation
environment — we can give the v argument the value χ .
At the end of the simulated translation, the memory is in
the following state — notice how the four bytes encoding D
and UI are formulae over χ :
0x100
0x104

opcd=15

RT=3

RA=0

D=χ[31:16]

opcd=24

RS=3

RA=3

UI=χ[15:0]

0

31
31

0

Next, we perform a jump to 0x100. In our experiment, this
jump is conceptual. The important thing about it is that it requires a retranslation of PowerPC code at 0x100 into VEX IL.
We cannot use VEX for this, because that memory contains
algebraically-variable bits. This is the task for our LWISEM
lifter.
The LWISEM lifter processes the CPU instructions in sequence. Picking up the ﬁrst instruction, it passes it to the
DISASM procedure. For our ﬁrst instruction at 0x100 (beginning of the code cache), addis, DISASM’s argument arg
is the bit vector
<BV32 0x3c60#16 .. χ [31:16]>

DISASM works by adding the predicate
P = (instr.binaryEncoding === arg)
as a constraint to the Z3 solver. Here P is a boolean AST: a
two-operand "equals" node with two children both of which
are bitvector ASTs. Solving this constraint immediately yields
instr = addis
ra = 0
rt = 3
d = <BV16: χ [31:16]>
5 loadConstant()

in the TestaRossa compiler on PowerPC includes code
to diﬀerentiate the case when the 32-bit immediate constant ﬁts in the SI
ﬁeld of li. It also branches on a “isPicSite” ﬂag which indicates that the code
might need to be patched with a longer constant in the future. We defer the
consideration of such branching until Section 4.2.
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JIT’s code cache

JIT’s program code

(...VM
frontend...)

JIT’s IL
iconst32(χ)

loadConstant(, int32_t v, Register *trgReg,)
{
int32_t hi = getHighBits(v);
int32_t lo = getLowBits(v);
generateTrg1ImmInstruction(OpCodelis, trgReg, hi);
generateTrg1Src1ImmInstruction(OpCodeori, trgReg, trgReg, lo);
}

0x100
0x104

opcd=15

RT=3

RA=0

D=χ[31:16]

opcd=24

RS=3

RA=3

UI=χ[15:0]

0

31
31

0

LWISEM IL (algebraic VEX)

LWISEM
IL Lifter

Semantic
Dictionary

ArchInfo
struct

LWISEM
PDL

ArchC
PDL

 IMARK(0x100, 4, 0)
PUT(gpr3, Const(<BV32 χ[31:16]0#16>))
PUT(pc, Const(0x104))
 IMARK(0x104, 4, 0)
WrTmp(t0, GET:I32(gpr3))
WrTmp(t1, Or32(RdTmp(t0), Const(<BV32 0#16χ[15:0]>)))
PUT(gpr3, RdTmp(t1))
PUT(pc, Const(0x108))

input state
…
gpr3 = <BV32 ?>
angr
VEX engine

output states[0]
…
gpr3 = <BV32 χ>

Figure 3. Symbolic execution of one JIT-translated VM bytecode
Indeed, Z3 can easily deem all other instructions to result in
P being false for all valuations of χ and of all instruction
operands. For example, adde.binaryEncoding === arg gives
P = (<BV32: 31#6..rt#5..ra#5..rb#5..0x114#11> === <BV32: 0x3c60#16.. χ [31:16]>)

which is UNSAT; or in other words,
∀ra, rb, rt, χ .¬P
holds.
Once the lifter knows it is dealing with the addis instruction, it looks up “addis” in the Semantics Dictionary. This
dictionary is constructed by parsing the LWISEM DSL. The
dictionary’s keys are instructions, and the entries are simply templates of VEX IL. During a lift, VEX IL objects are instantiated by calling usual constructors from pyVEX library.
In our addis example, the lifted IL is
IMARK(0x100, 4, 0)
PUT(gpr3, Constant(<BV32 χ [31:16] .. 0#16>))
PUT(pc, Constant(0x104))

In a similar manner, the ori is lifted to
IMARK(0x104, 4, 0)
WrTmp(t0, GET:I32(gpr3))
WrTmp(t1, Or32(RdTmp(t0), Constant(<BV32 0#16.. χ [15:0]>)))
PUT(gpr3, RdTmp(t1))

some input resulting in r3 , χ — the solver would give us
that counterexample, i.e. show us how to trigger the bug.
4.2

Branching

The example in Section 4.1 is trivial in the sense that there
are no branches — both loadConstant() and the generated
code, each consist of one basic block, and we connected
them by an unconditional jump, so this case doesn’t have
any interesting control structures. We can go beyond this
linear case even when staying within our example of single
iconst32 IL instruction. On RISC-V, to load a 32-bit integer
immediate into a register, one splits it into a 24-bit “hi” and a
12-bit “lo”; however, it is not enough to simply concatenate
χ [31 : 12] with χ [11 : 0]. The problem is that there are no
“unsigned integers” on RISC-V, so if χ [11] = 1, when we load
“lo” the processor will sign-extend it, eﬀectively subtracting
1 from “hi”. Therefore we need to compensate:
#define RISCV_IMM_BITS 12
uint32_t lo = (uint32_t)value & ~(0xFFFFFFFF << RISCV_IMM_BITS);
uint32_t hi = (uint32_t)value & (0xFFFFFFFF << RISCV_IMM_BITS);

PUT(pc, Constant(0x108))

Note how the Constant expressions are parametrized by
AST trees containing variable χ .
Once the LWISEM IL is lifted, simulation begins from
0x100. We go until the end of the basic block and examine
the value in GPR3 at the ﬁnal state. Due to the simpliﬁcations performed by the solver on the algebraic ASTs, GPR3’s
value is now χ . This is the evidence we are looking for, that
the code emitted by the JIT, behaves correctly. More formally, to compute the proof we ask Z3 to satisfy
¬(ﬁnalState.regs.r3 === χ )
Here we are asking to try to ﬁnd a counterexample which
would invalidate the correctness of our JIT translation. This
results in UNSAT, which is the proof we are looking for (and
Z3 can give us a Gentzen-style proof tree). If there were a
bug — meaning that there is a path through the code for

if (lo & (1 << (RISCV_IMM_BITS - 1)))
{
hi += 1 << RISCV_IMM_BITS;
}
generateUTYPE(OpCode::_lui, node, hi, trgReg);
generateITYPE(OpCode::_addiw, node, trgReg, trgReg, lo);

We test for χ [11] = 1 and increment “hi” if needed.
Now our compiler has a conditional branch. The symbolic
execution of loadConstant() diverges onto two “paths”; so
at the time we reach the return from loadConstant(), we
have a “stash” of two unrelated “active states”. In this case,
the SimEngine doesn’t do all the work for us for free. This
is because with the jump,
j 0x100

we had to pass control manually, because we had to re-translate
the LWISEM. This piece of simulation functionality needs
to be programmed manually to re-connect the fragments of
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the execution paths. Then we can merge the ﬁnal states into
one with GPR3 looking something like
If β then χ else χ

where β is some complex boolean AST involving a test of
χ [11]; which again simpliﬁes to GPR3 = χ .

5 Conclusions and Future work
We have constructed a working proof of concept which shows
that native-code analysis via symbolic execution can be done
in the presence of self-modiﬁcation, if we augment the lifter
with the capability to lift from symbolic code.
In this experiment, we arbitrarily selected the properties
to give our system to reason about, looking only for simple examples. Our next step will be to work with an actual
formal model of a whole intermediate language of a VM.
JIT-translating methods to native code is only one ﬂavor
of self-modiﬁcation in VMs. We intend to repeat our experiment to watch a Polymorphic Inline Cache patch itself under symbolic execution.
Many aggressive optimizations are based on reﬁnement
in the presence of undeﬁned behavior. We intend to explore
how the techniques in [10] may apply in the JIT context.
Certain critical aspects of the design of a JIT compiler are
dictated by multiprocessing. In this area, correctness is especially diﬃcult to achieve [22]. Applying our approach to
this problem is an important future direction.
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